Fast plan adaptation is important in many AI-applications. From a theoretical point of view, in the worst case adapting an existing plan to solve a new problem is no more efficient than a complete regeneration of the plan. However, in practice plan adaptation can be much more efficient than plan generation, especially when the adapted plan can be obtained by performing a limited amount of changes to the original plan. In this paper, we investigate a domain-independent method for plan adaptation that modifies the original plan by replanning within limited temporal windows containing portions of the plan that need to be revised. Each window is associated with a particular replanning subproblem that contains some "heuristic goals" facilitating the plan adaptation, and that can be solved using different planning methods. An experimental analysis shows that, in practice, adapting a given plan for solving a new problem using our techniques can be much more efficient than replanning from scratch.
Introduction
Fast plan adaptation is important in many AI-applications requiring a plan reasoning module. A typical plan adaptation task consists of modifying a previously generated plan in order to use it for solving a new problem which is "similar" to the original one, in the sense that only a few facts in the initial and goal states are different. This process can be either off-line (e.g., adapting a plan retrieved from a plan library before its execution), or on-line (e.g., adapting a plan during a "mixed-initiative" construction of it [3] , or during its execution).
From a theoretical point of view, in the worst case adapting an existing plan is no more efficient than a complete regeneration of the plan [15] . However, in practice, we expect that in many cases plan adaptation should be much easier than a complete replanning, because the adapted plan can be obtained by performing a limited amount of changes to the original plan. Our general goal is the development of plan adaptation methods that perform efficiently especially in such cases.
Adj is a domain-independent planning system based on planning graphs [1] , that uses a collection of systematic and heuristic search techniques for solving plan adaptation tasks by replanning certain portions of the original plan. 1 In this context, a plan is a partially ordered set of STRIPS-actions, where each action is associated with a time step and unordered actions are associated with the same time step (indicating that these actions can be executed in any relative order). A first version of Adj using the IPP planner [13] was presented in [8] . In this paper, we propose a significant extension of the original version of Adj based on new heuristics for fast replanning, and we investigate the use of a different style of planning for the replanning phase. Moreover, we introduce a plan optimization phase in Adj, and we present new experimental results evaluating our approach.
Adj is based on identifying and resolving the inconsistencies (with respect to the new problem) that are present in the original (input) plan by revising limited portions of the plan. An inconsistency is an action-precondition that is not satisfied, a goal of the new problem that is not achieved, or a pair of mutually exclusive actions [1] . The portions of the plan that are revised are delimited by some temporal windows on the plan containing inconsistencies at specific time steps. Each replanning window is associated with a particular replanning (sub)problem that is solved using a systematic or heuristic search algorithm (in our implementation we used the search algorithms of IPP [13] and FF [10] , but other algorithms could be used as well). During the adaptation process a temporal window can be incrementally enlarged up to contain, in the worst case, the full plan. In such a case a complete replanning is performed. When a subplan for solving the replanning problem associated with a temporal window W is computed, the actions of the plan under adaptation that are in W are replaced with the new subplan. This technique is complete, in the sense that if the replanning algorithm is sound and complete and the new problem is solvable, then the revision of the input plan for the old problem leads to a correct plan for the new problem.
In the rest of the paper, first we give a general description of our plan-adaptation method, followed by a more detailed description; then we present the results of an experimental evaluation showing that, in practice, our approach can be much more efficient than replanning from scratch.
Plan Adaptation, Replanning Windows and Heuristic Goals
In this section we describe our plan adaptation technique. We assume that the reader is familiar with the Graphplan-style of planning [1] .
A General Description of adjust-plan
Given a plan π 0 for a planning problem Π 0 and a new problem Π, differing from Π 0 in some initial or goal fact(s), the plan adjustment process of Adj consists of three main phases:
1. Analysis of the input plan to determine a subset of the actions in π 0 that are applicable for solving Π.
2. Identification of the set S of inconsistencies that are present in π 0 with respect to Π (an inconsistency is a pair of mutually exclusive actions, an action with some unachieved precondition(s), or a goal of Π which is not achieved).
3. Revision of π 0 to repair S obtaining a valid plan for Π.
The first phase is performed by mapping each action of π 0 to an action node of the planning graph G for the new problem (if such a node exists). This mapping considers three cases: (a) the number of time steps involved in π 0 is the same as the number of levels in G; (b) the number of time steps involved in π 0 is higher than the number of levels in G; (c) the number of the time steps involved in π 0 is smaller than the number of levels in G. Each of these cases will be discussed in the last part of Section 2. The second and the third phases of the adaptation process are accomplished by an algorithm, adjust-plan, that is correct and complete: the adjusted plan is a valid plan for Π, and if there exists a plan for Π, then an adjusted plan is computed. Figure  1 describes the main steps of adjust-plan, while some important additional details are given in the next subsections. The first step of adjust-plan identifies and removes from π 0 the actions that are not applicable in the context of the new problem. Then step 2 identifies the earliest time step at which π 0 contains an inconsistency. Since we are considering deterministic domains, this can be accomplished in polynomial time by simulating the execution of the plan of π 0 (analogously, the facts that are necessarily true at any time step can be determined in polynomial time).
Then adjust-plan processes the time step i identified at step 2, trying to remove the inconsistencies by replanning from time i -1 to time i. If there exists no plan, or a certain search limit is exceeded, then the replanning window is enlarged (e.g., we replan from i -1 to i + 1). The process is iterated until either a (sub)plan is found, the window has been enlarged up to include all the actions of the plan and the (complete) replanning has failed, or the search has reached a predefined CPUtime limit (max-adjust-time). Note that in our current implementation of adjustplan, during replanning (step 5) the actions of π that are present in the replanning window are ignored (a new planning graph for the replanning problem is constructed). The replanning process at step 5 is performed by first constructing the corresponding replanning graph, and then searching it by using the backtracking scheme of IPP or FF.
At step 6 of adjust-plan the replanning window can be increased going either backward in time (i.e., init-time is decreased), forward in time (i.e., goal-time is increased), or both. Enlarging a replanning window corresponds to revising a larger portion of the plan under adaptation. Such a portion will be replaced by the subplan solving the replanning problem associated with the enlarged window (when this is found). Adj has a default value for max-adjust-time that can be modified by the user. In principle, if max-adjust-time is set to sufficiently high values, then adjustplan can increase a replanning window up to reach the earliest and latest time steps. This would determine a complete search.
Algorithm: adjust-plan Input: a plan π 0 with some inconsistencies w.r.t. Π, a CPU-time limit max-adjust-time. Output: either a correct plan or fail.
1. Let π be the plan obtained from π 0 by removing the actions that are not applicable for solving Π; 2. Identify the earliest time step i in π containing an inconsistency; if there is no such a time step, then return π;
3. If i is the latest time step of π, then set init-time to i − 1 and goal-time to i, otherwise set init-time to i and goal-time to i + 1;
4. While CPU-time ≤ max-adjust-time 5. Replan using as initial facts F (init-time) and as goals G(goal-time), where F (init-time) is the set of facts that are true at time init-time, and G(goal-time) is a set containing the preconditions of the actions in π at time goal-time; 6. If there is no plan from F (init-time) to G(goal-time), or a search limit is exceeded, then decrease init-time or increase goal-time (i.e., we enlarge the replanning window), otherwise replace the existing actions between init-time and goal-time in π with the new subplan, and goto 2. Finally, during replanning within a particular window we impose a search limit that is automatically increased when the replanning window is enlarged. 2 The motivation of this heuristic is that when a replanning problem associated with a certain window is hard to solve, it can be easier to revise a larger portion of the plan (instead of dedicating a big effort to the revision of a restricted part of the plan). While this does not affect completeness, in practice it can be significantly effective for the efficient computation of an adapted plan.
A Detailed Description of adjust-plan
The input plan π 0 of adjust-plan is a plan for solving an old problem that we would like to adapt for solving a new problem Π, where the initial state or the goal state are different from the corresponding states in the old problem. We indicate with I Π the initial state of Π, with π the plan under adaptation for solving Π, and with G the planning graph of Π. For the moment we assume that G is the planning graph for Π such that the last level of G contains all the goals of Π with no mutually exclusive relations between them. Moreover, we assume that length(G) = length(π 0 ), i.e., that 2 In the current implementation this limit is defined by constraining either the maximum number m of time steps or the number of actions in the solution of the replanning problem, depending on the style of planning (either parallel or sequential) that we use for solving the replanning problem. For parallel planning, m is initially set to 3, and then it is automatically increased by 2 each time the replanning window is enlarged by one level; for sequential planning, m is initially set to 4, and then increased by 3 times the number actions in the replanning window.
4 the number of levels in G (excluding the final goal level) is the same as the number of time steps of π 0 . In the last part of Section 2, we will generalise to the other cases.
The definition and computation of replanning window use the following notion of applicable action:
Definition 1 (Applicable action). An action A k of π 0 at a certain time step k is applicable for solving Π if and only if A k is a node of G at the action-level k.
Note that, by definition of planning graph [1] , when the fact corresponding to a precondition of an action A k of π 0 is absent at the fact-level k of G, also the action node corresponding to A k is absent at the action-level k of G.
Before starting the adaptation process we remove from π 0 the actions that are not applicable, and we set π to the resulting plan. During the adaptation process π is incrementally revised by replacing subplans within certain temporal windows with new subplans.
Definition 2 (Replanning window). Given two time steps i and j of a plan π under adaptation for solving Π, a replanning window for π is a pair F (i), G(j) such that:
• 0 ≤ i < j and if i > 1, then the subplan of π from time step 0 to time step i − 1 is a valid subplan for achieving the preconditions of the actions at time i − 1 from I Π ;
• F (i) is the set of positive facts that are true at time step i in π;
• G(j) is a set of (sub)goals either consisting of the final goals of Π (if j is the time step corresponding to the final goals of Π), or containing the preconditions of the actions at time j (otherwise).
The time steps i and j of a replanning window F (i), G(j) are called replanning start time and replanning end time respectively; F (i) is called the replanning initial state, and G(j) is called replanning goal set. Note that when the replanning goal state does not correspond to the goals of Π, Definition 2 requires that the replanning goal set G(j) contains the action-preconditions at time j, but it does not specifies which are the other replanning goals that should be included (if any); moreover these extra goals are irrelevant for ensuring correctness and completeness [8] . On the other hand, as will be discussed in the next section, they can be useful for making the adaptation process more efficient.
Step 2 of adjust-plan guarantees that each replanning window contains the earliest inconsistencies of π. This allows computing an exact assessment of the facts F (i) that are true at the replanning start time. (If the plan contained an inconsistency preceding the current replanning start time i, then we could compute only an approximation of the facts that are true at time i, because these can depend on how the preceding inconsistency will be repaired.) In particular, F (i) can be computed in polynomial time by simulating the execution of the actions in π preceding time i, i.e., F (i) can be incrementally computed according to the following definition:
where E i is the set formed by the positive effects of the actions of π at time step i − 1, and F + i−1 is the subset of F (i − 1) formed by the facts that are not deleted by the actions of π at time i − 1.
In [8] we prove that adjust-plan is sound and complete, provided that max-adjust-time is set to a sufficiently high value and that a sound and complete algorithm is used for the replanning phase.
Heuristic Replanning Goals
According to Definition 2, the replanning goal set can contain some goals in addition to the preconditions of the actions that are planned at the replanning end time. In the following Σ j indicates this set of action-preconditions, while Ω j indicates the (possibly empty) set of the remaining goals of
Including a non-empty Ω-set in G(j) can be useful because some actions in the subsequent part of the plan might require that the Ω-facts hold in the replanning goal state (despite they are not preconditions of actions at time j). This need arises, for example, when an action A of π 0 in the replanning window has some effect φ that is not required by any other action in the replanning window, but that persists up to a time step after the replanning end time (j) to achieve a precondition of an action B, that otherwise would not be satisfied. 3 The inclusion of φ in G(j) is useful because the (sub)plan found during replanning might not necessarily contain A (all the actions in the replanning window are always replaced by the new subplan solving the corresponding replanning problem). Thus, if φ were not in G(j) and, after the subplan replacement, φ did not hold at time j, then adjust-plan would identify an inconsistency (the unsatisfied φ-precondition of B) at a time later than j, and hence another replanning phase would be activated. 4 The Ω goal set of G(j) can be seen as an assessment of the set Ω * j of the facts that should hold at time j for achieving those preconditions of actions in the subsequent part of π that otherwise would be unsatisfied (and so these actions would not be reusable for solving Π). Note that in general computing an exact assessment of Ω * j would not be feasible, because the subsequent part of π can change incrementally, as a consequence of repeated replanning phases to cope with inconsistencies at times later than j. Fortunately, including an exact assessment of Ω * in G(j) is not necessary for ensuring the correctness and completeness of the method [8] . Instead, the inclusion of the Ω-goals should be seen as a heuristic aimed at reusing as many actions of the original plan as possible, and at obtaining a fast adaptation.
We have developed definitions of Ω-goals, which are based on the assumption that Π can be solved by a plan which is similar to π, i.e., that the adaptation of π 0 requires a limited number of changes. In the rest of the paper, we present two of such definitions and we experimentally compare them in order to analyze their importance and effectiveness in practice.
We will use the following notation for associating a time step in the plan under adaptation π to a time step in the input plan π 0 . Let t be a time step of π,t denotes the time step corresponding to t in π 0 before any modification. I.e.,t is defined aŝ t = t − k s=1 δ s , where k is the number of subplan-replacements performed by the algorithm, and δ i is the difference between the number of time steps involved in the new replanned subplan and the number of time steps in the corresponding existing subplan for the i-th replacement.
Forward Ω Goal set
We now give the definition of forward Ω replanning goals (Ω F -goal set), which uses the notion of persistent fact with respect to π 0 and to the planning graph of the new problem. Ω F j is considered a set of facts that we include in G(j) to obtain a replanning goal state that is similar to the corresponding state at time in π 0 . The reason for this is that, if π 0 is correct for the old problem Π 0 , then each state reached by π 0 contains a set of facts that is an exact assessment of its Ω * -set. Hence, if we can solve Π using a plan that is similar to π 0 , then we can expect that Ω j is a good approximation of Ω * j .
Definition 3 (Persistent fact).
A fact f k is persistent in π 0 and G at time k if and only if f k is a node of G at the fixpoint level such that the corresponding noop-action is not mutually exclusive with any applicable action of π 0 .
In the following definition endtime(π 0 ) indicates the last time step of plan π 0 .
Definition 4 (Forward Ω Goal set -Ω F ). Let k be a time step of π 0 , i the earliest time step where π 0 has an inconsistency, j the end time of the current replanning window in π, and Γ k the following set of facts:
where E k is the set formed by the positive effects of the applicable actions of π 0 at time k, and Γ − k−1 is the subset of Γ k−1 formed by the facts that are persistent in π 0 and G at time k − 1. Ω F j is the subset of Γ consisting of the facts that are persistent in π 0 and G at time, if < endtime(π 0 ); the empty set if = endtime(π 0 ).
Note that the Γ-sets in the definition of the Ω F -goals of G(j), as well as the Σ-goals, can contain facts that are mutually exclusive in G at level. This can be the case because the set E j of action-effects, as well as the set Σ j of action-preconditions, can contain facts that are mutually exclusive. This can happen even if the original plan from which we start the adaptation is valid (for the old problem), because the new problem Π can have a different initial state, introducing mutual exclusion relations that were not present in the planning graph of the old problem. During the computation of Ω F j , if a certain Γ x contains a subset of mutually exclusive facts, then we impose that not more than one of them (randomly chosen) belongs to Γ x+1 (for x < j). Figure 2 gives an example illustrating the elements of the sets F (i), Γ j , Ω F j and G(j). The Figure shows a portion of the planning graph G for a problem Π in the blocks world domain, that we are trying to solve by adapting a plan π 0 (for the sake of clarity the information in the planning graph that is not relevant for the example is omitted). Initially we have π = π 0 . We assume that all the actions of π 0 are applicable, that the earliest inconsistency in π 0 is at time i and that the current replanning window is F (i), G(i + 1) . Moreover, we assume that, after the application of the actions of π preceding i, the set of positive facts in the replanning initial state is the same as Γ i : 5
• the set of the positive effects of the action stack C B: {clear C, on C B, arm empty};
• the subset Γ − i of the facts in Γ i that at time i + 1 continue to be true (i.e. the facts in Γ i that are persistent in π 0 and G): {clear D, on D E, clear A}. 6 hold C does not belong to Γ − i (and to Γ i+1 ), as the corresponding no-op is mutually exclusive with stack C B (i.e., hold C is not persistent in π 0 and G at time i). Similarly, also on A B does not belong to Γ i+1 . The Σ-set and the Ω F -set forming G(j) are obtained as follows: 7 Σ i+1 = {arm empty, clear D, ontab D}, Ω 
Causal Ω Goal set
The previously defined Ω F -set contains all the facts that are persistent at a specific time step. Unfortunately, this set could contain some facts that are not necessary for the correctness of the remaining actions of the plan, which could make solving the local planning problem harder than necessary. If we consider the example of Figure 2 , fact clear C at time step i + 1 is not necessary to the applicability of pickup D and stack D A.
In order to improve the definition of the heuristic goal set, we can exploit the causal link representation of the plan under adaptation [16] : the existence of a causal link a f → b "crossing" a time step l indicates that the truth of fact f at l is necessary for the correctness of π. More precisely, the set L π of the causal links in π is defined as:
where Lev π (x) corresponds to the time step of the action x in π. Moreover, we define the set L π l ⊆ L π of the causal links in π crossing a time step l as follows:
5 Since in this examplek = k for any step k, to simplify the notationk is indicated with k. 6 on D E, clear D and clear A are the only ones in F (i) whose corresponding no-ops at the level i in the planning graph are not mutually exclusive either with stack C B or with each other.
7 arm empty and on D E in Γi+1 are not in Ω The f -facts involved in the causal links of L π l can be used to derive a new definition of the Ω-goal set at time step l:
For the example of figure 2, we have the following causal links crossing time step i + 1 (a init and a end are special actions with effects the facts that are true in the initial state, and with preconditions the problem goals, respectively): , Ω C i+1 does not contain fact clear C, but it includes clear A, which is necessary to the applicability of stack D A (note that facts arm empty and clear D already belong to Σ i+1 ). It is important to observe that, since π could be an invalid plan, there could be some conflicts between facts in Ω C l and in Σ. In these cases, in order to avoid having conflicting replanning goals, it is necessary to select a subset of the computed replanning goals. We do this heuristically. Intuitively, having to choose between two facts that are mutually exclusive, we prefer the fact that (a) is used by an action that is temporally nearest to the time step of the replanning goals and (b) whose truth satisfies the greatest number of action preconditions.
Additional Details
To conclude the description of our plan-adaptation method, we consider the cases in which the number of time steps n t involved in π 0 is different from the number of levels n l in the planning graph G. When n t > n l , the applicable actions of π 0 are determined by first extending G to have the same number of levels as the time steps of π 0 , and then applying a definition of an applicable action analogous to Definition 1. When n t < n l , the mapping between plan-actions and graph-nodes in the definition of applicable actions is done by considering the last n t levels of G. E.g., we try to map actions at time n t to nodes at the last level of G, actions at time n t − 1 to nodes at the penultimate level of G, and so on. If for an action A of π 0 there is no corresponding action node in G, then we consider A an action that cannot be applied for solving Π, and we remove it from π. If n t < n l , we say that a fact f k is persistent in π 0 and G if and only if f k is a node of G at level l = k + length(G) − length(π 0 ), and the corresponding noop-action at level l is not mutually exclusive with any applicable action of π 0 at time k.
Plan Optimisation
Concerning plan quality, clearly, the plan adaptation techniques that we have presented can find a first solution that is not optimal with respect to the number of actions or time steps. If we are interested in finding good quality plans, which is important in many applications, we can extended our method by identifying a "suitable" alternative replanning window O, for each previous replanning phase, and repeating the adaptation process in order to find a new subplan with a lower number of actions/time steps w.r.t. the corresponding number of actions/time steps in O.
The iterative optimization process illustrated in the example of Figure 3 produces a series of optimized plans, each of which involves a smaller number of either time steps or actions. The longer this process is, the better the final plan can be. This process can be interrupted at any time to return the best plan generated so far.
The computation of an optimized plan is based on considering alternative replanning windows for the subplans that were previously inserted, during either the plan adaptation phase or the plan optimization process. For each of these subplans, we have to consider a replanning window that is larger than the one previously used; if, for this enlarged window, we find a subplan involving a smaller number of time steps (or actions) w.r.t. the current subplan in the replanning window under consideration, then the plan actions inside the replanning window are replaced with those in the newly generated subplan.
For instance, if we have replanned from F (î) to G(), obtaining a subplan with k time steps, then we will optimize from F (i ) to G(j ) with j > and i ≤î, imposing to the solution subplan a maximum number of time steps equal to (j −) + k + (î − i ). If there is no plan from F (i ) to G(j ) that satisfies such a constraint, then we either decrease i or increase j (i.e. we enlarge the replanning window); otherwise, we revise π 0 with the new subplan, and then we consider another replanning window previously processed by the the plan adaptation/optimization process for the possible improvement of the corresponding subplan. In principle, each replanning window can be enlarged up to contain the entire current plan, i.e., F (i ) = I Π 0 (the initial state) and G(j ) = G Π 0 . In this case, if we solve the replanning problems using an optimal planner, like IPP, obviously the generated plan is guaranteed to be optimal.
Experimental Results
We present the results for some experiments aimed at testing the efficiency of our plan adaptation approach, which is implemented in the Adj system. The general goal of our experiments was to confirm the hypothesis that plan adaptation using Adj can be much faster than replanning from scratch, for which we used two types of planners: the optimal parallel planner IPP based on planning graphs, and the satisficying state-based sequential planner FF based on heuristic search techniques. These well-known planners are among the best available for these styles of planning. We tested our system using a large collection of known planning problems in different known domains: Rocket [20] , Logistics [12] , Gripper [4] , DriverLog and Zenotravel [14] . For each of these problems we designed some modifications (to the initial state or to the goals) and we solved the modified versions using a solution plan for the original problems as part of the input. 8 Concerning the comparison of Adj with IPP, we used a set of variants of some benchmarks from the 1st International Planning Competition (IPC). For this experiment, IPP was also used by Adj to solve the planning problems associated with the replanning windows. Figure 4 compares the CPU-times consumed by Adj with the CPU-times consumed by IPP for solving the same set of problem variants, which are named on the x-axis of the plots using numbers. Each problem variant contains few changes to the facts of the the initial or goal state(s) of the original problem, making the input plan solving the original problem invalid for the revised problem. 9 In general, these results show that solving a problem by plan adaptation using Adj can be much faster than by replanning from scratch, up to four orders of magnitude. is that, very often, the planning subproblems defined by the replanning windows are much easier than the complete full problem considered by IPP, and they can be solved by shorter (sub)plans. In general, the performance of Adj depends on the number of the replanning windows considered, on their size, and on the complexity of the corresponding replanning problems. But we observed that the first two factors seem less crucial than the third one. From the results in Figure 4 we can also observe that, for this experiment, the performance of Adj with Ω C and with Ω F are comparable. We believe that the main reason here is the simplicity of the test problems, for which the use Ω F is sufficiently effective. On the other hand, we observe that the overhead due to the computation of casual links in Ω C does not slow down the overall performance.
The problems used for the experimental analysis presented in the next part of this section are variants of hard problems from the 2nd and 3rd IPCs. None of these problems can be solved by IPP within the CPU-time and memory limits imposed in our experiments. Since FF was the winner of the 2nd IPC (domain-independent track), for these problems we used FF both as the reference planner for the replanning from scratch and as the planner for solving the local replanning problems in Adj. For this experiment, the mutual exclusive relations used by Adj were computed by running the DISCOPLAN system [6] . Figure 5 -a shows the results for several variants of the very hard problem logistics-70 (from the "additional problems track" of the 2nd IPC). We can observe that plan adaptation is about two orders of magnitude faster than planning from scratch. The performances of Ω C and Ω F are again very similar; sometimes the less accurate Ω F heuristic is even more effective than the Ω C heuristic, but we observed that often the solutions generated using Ω F are not as good as to those obtained using Ω C . Figure 5 -b gives results for the Driverlog domain from the 3rd IPC [14] . We created a set of variants to the pfile20 problem (the most difficult STRIPS problem of the "standard track" of the 3rd IPC). These modifications concern the initial and/or final positions of the involved drivers and packages. FF solved none of these problem variants within the 3600 CPU-seconds limit. Differently from the previous cases, in this experiment we observed that the Ω C goal sets are very useful compared to the Ω F goal sets: Adj with Ω C solves 146 over 175 problem variants, while Adj with Ω F solves only 61 variants. Moreover, Adj with Ω C is generally faster than with Ω F , and it finds solutions with better quality. Interesting, Ω F can solve two problems that Ω C cannot solve. We think that the reason is related to the fact that Adj with Ω C can remove some useless actions from the plan, which allows the system to find better quality solutions, but which for these problems makes processing the final replanning windows more difficult. Figure 5 -c gives results for a set of variants of the pfile20 "handcoded" problem in the Zenotravel STRIPS domain (the hardest problem in this domain, originally designed for testing the performance of domain-dependent planners). Here again we can observe a generally good behavior of Ω C , with which Adj solves 96 over 105 problem variants, while with Ω F it solves only 47 variants. FF solves 87 variants (using at most 1800 CPU-seconds). Overall, Adj with Ω C is one or two orders of magnitude faster than FF, although the first solution produced by Adj can contain more actions than the corresponding solution produced by FF.
As previously observed, the first plan computed by Adj can involve a number of time steps or actions that is higher than necessary. In Figure 6 , we give some experimental results about the the effectiveness of the plan optimisation phase of Adj.
On the x-axis, we have the CPU-seconds for finding a solution; on the y-axis, we have plan qualities, in terms of either number of time steps (levels) or number of actions, for the various solutions that are incrementally generated during the optimisation process.
The curves in Figure 6 indicate that Adj computes very quickly a first solution which is worse than the optimal solution. However, then the optimisation process can incrementally derive additional solutions with better quality, up to a solution that in terms of number of involved time steps or actions is similar to the optimal one. For example, concerning the Logistics a variant 24, Adj computes a first solution involving 16 time steps in 1.24 seconds. Then the optimization process derives additional solutions involving 15, 14, 13, 12, and 11 time steps, using 1.8, 4.2, 142, 1599, 1800 CPU-seconds, respectively. While IPP computes an optimal solution in 1430 CPU-seconds.
Moreover, Figure 6 also compare the performances of FF and Adj with either Ω C or Ω F . Although usually the first solution computed by Adj is not better than the one generated by FF, we observe that, for the test problems considered in this 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a method and some heuristics for efficient domain-independent plan adaptation that are implemented in the Adj system. An experimental analysis indicates that solving a planning problem by adapting an existing plan for a similar problem using Adj can be dramatically more efficient than replanning from scratch using two well-known approaches of planning. In the literature, other methods and systems for plan adaptation have been proposed, such as priar [11] , prodigy/analogy [20] and spa [9] . These systems use underlying planning algorithm and data structures that are significantly different from those implemented in Adj. Another important difference concerns the input information. While Adj uses a very simple and general plan description that can be easily generated from the output of many planners (or even written by hand), the other mentioned systems use specific additional information (such as the "refinement" decisions taken during the search process in spa) constraining the input plan to be a plan generated by a specific planner. Other recent related systems are Far-off [17] and van der Krogt & de Weerdt's system [19] , each of which is based on techniques that are significantly different from Adj's techniques.
We are currently studying a new version of Adj using weaker, but computationally more efficient data structures and an extension to support numeric and temporal domains [14] . Other current and future work includes further techniques for determining replanning goals, and additional experiments, including, in particular, a comparison with the performance of other related plan adaptation systems. (A preliminary comparison with the two most related systems mentioned above indicates that Adj performs more efficiently.) Moreover, we are studying the integration of LPG [5] and SGPlan [21] into Adj for solving the problems associated with Adj's replanning windows.
Finally, we intend to develop a complete case-based planning system, which selects an existing plan from a library and adapts it to solve the current problem using Adj. Since adapting an existing plan is PSPACE-Complete [15] , the use of an exact general method for deciding whether adapting a plan from a library gives a computational advantage w.r.t. a complete replanning from scratch seems practically infeasible. However, this question can be addressed by using heuristic methods such as the polynomial technique presented in [17] .
